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7-year guarantee extended for successful White Heat boiler range  

The White Heat boiler range from The White Boiler Company - part of the Ravenheat group - 

has fast become renowned for providing a quality and reliable heating and hot water solution 

at an affordable price. To mark its success, the company has extended its guarantee offer 

on the WH80 and WH90 combi models to seven years, at no extra cost . 

 

The extended guarantee is a major factor for many independent installers when purchasing 

the White Heat brand, as it provides both themselves and the customer with total confidence 

in the quality and reliability of the product. Together with the boilers’ premium performance 

and easy to operate touch controls, White Heat is an affordable contender when compared 

to other premium boilers.  

 

Explaining the philosophy behind the extended guarantee, Matthew Longford, General 

Manager at The White Boiler Company says: “The extended guarantee is our commitment to 

the installer, and is designed to support the momentum that has started to gather pace in the 

boiler industry. By further extending the guarantee period, installers can continue to 

recommend and fit these two White Heat models safe in the knowledge that their customers 

will have peace of mind for seven full years.” 
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Matthew adds: “The White Heat brand continues to open up further opportunities for 

installers too, as it makes upgrading to high efficiency boilers even more attractive and 

encourages the customer to replace, rather than repair their old inefficient boiler.”  

 

The WH80 and WH90 combi models are designed to fit almost anywhere - measuring just 

700mm high x 400mm wide x 300mm deep - and with central heating outputs of 25kW and 

30kW, together with excellent flow rates of 10.2 and 12 litres @ 35 degree rise respectively. 

Two heating system boilers are also available in this range, providing outputs ranging from 

3.6kW to 26.2kW. All White Heat models are available in natural or LPG gas.  

 

Manufactured by The White Boiler Company, the new brand bears all the hallmarks of 

Ravenheat’s superior manufacturing prowess. Complete with the company’s tried and 

trusted technologies and superior solid brass components, the White Heat brand offers 

Natural Gas and LPG in a total of four combi and four system models, all designed to reduce 

gas consumption. The innovative burner design lowers NOx as low as 19mg/kWh.  

For further information on the new White Heat collection, visit www.ravenheat.co.uk or call 

0113 252 7007. 
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Photo-caption: 

Pictured here; the White Heat WH80 combi boiler. Following the 

overwhelming success of the new range, The White Boiler 

Company has extended its guarantee offer on the WH80 and 

WH90 to seven yearsat no extra cost. 

 

 

 

 

The White Heat Boiler Company is part of the Ravenheat Group. Founded in 1987, 

Ravenheat is an independent boiler manufacturer with head offices, R&D and 

training facilities in Leeds and manufacturing operations in Verona, Italy. Over the years, the 

company has pioneered many advances in boiler technology, including the first-ever 

condensing boiler in 1996 and more recently, the award-winning Energycatcher™ that 

delivers savings on hot water. With full control over the design and production of products to 

the highest standards, Ravenheat continues to push the boundaries of energy efficiency by 

developing low-cost heat and hot water solutions, without the need to invest in expensive 

renewable technologies. 
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